
 

Children Entertainment and Holiday Camps in Lithuania  

 

 Public company VARLINUKAS was established for the quality of school-age children 

and teenagers education and development, leisure management, environmental and cultural 

traditions and knowledge enhancement, nurturing, organization of sporting activities, health 

and safety education.  

 We focus on children leisure time, having a goal to create good conditions for development, 

promotion of curiosity and excitement, provoke for search of knowledge and various usefull 

applications in kids life.  

 Children entertainment organization - our main projects for the current period. We are 

confident that the youngest residents of our planet will evaluate the scope of devotion and 

assistance in their development, education and overall development of the World.  As professional 

children camp and event organisers, we can provide our services in organisation of various 

children events – everything what is on your demand!  Meanwhile, we offer the following: 

Fantasy and games camp „Galaxy of Games“  

Sports, adventure and recreation camp, „We are the Power!"  

Thematic camp „Dragon Ball: Followers of Son Goku“  

Thematic camp „Winners of the World!“  

 Summer is approaching and we question children, how they are going to spend their long 

awaited summer holidays? They respond: adventure, fun, camping, games, swimming, discos, 

thematic parties, in comfortable surroundings ... in Lithuania. Thus, after discovering their needs, 

we invite children to different summer camps, organised in a beautiful pine forest surrounded by a 

composition of picturesque hills, lakes and river.  

 1 or 2 week-long camps for children and teenagers of 7-16 years. Fun, reproducing the life 

of various characters, trip to distant continents, extending knowledge of Russian and English 

languages, sports games and other entertainment, new friends, fun and adventure, passionate beach 

games, evening shows and discos are to accompany participants throughout all the camp duration. 

Children will compete in various competitions, learn languages, have fun evening programs, 

perform various characters, reherse dances, make clothing and accessories, flags and signs, study 

maps, search for treasures, get acquainted with customs of the main characters. They will strive to 

become children of nature, they will seek to understand the emerging ideas of their own characters, 

their ingenuity and originality, and try to live in pure merger with the real living nature.  

 

 

  



Dates: for this information please visit  http://www.varlinukas.lt/index.php/laisvalaikis 

Camp shift duration: from 7 to 14 days (it is possible to obtain 2 shifts in a row.)  

Place: „VivaGreen Resort“ Nemenčinė, Vilnius district, Lithuania.  

Camper's age: 7-16 

Campers number in a shift: ~ 40.  

 

Varlinukas Children Holiday Camp schedules and topics:  

http://www.varlinukas.lt/index.php/laisvalaikis 

For more information and pricelist, please contact us at: 

Phones: +370 615 70860 (spoken: ru, pl, lt) +370 687 14368 (eng, ru, lt) varlinukas@gmail.com   

Company info:  VšĮ „Varlinukas“ company code: 302092609, Vilnius, Lithuania. 

 

 Last year camp programs (for illustrative purpose) 

Language and active recreation camp „Around the World in 7 Days“ 
 

During a week or 2 weeks there will be over 20 (45 min.) or 15 (60 min.) English / Russian 

language lessons. Weekly program for fun and benefits to spend holidays, get experiences and 

maintain English or Russian language skills.  

A day! Arrival time from 10.00 to 12.00. Check-inn, instructions, division into groups (countries) 

Creating an introduction stories, flags, emblems and slogans. Camp opening!  

Day 2. Each country's representatives will have to create imaginative play and to perform other 

tasks. In the evening, everybody performs appearances by the fireplace.  

Day 3. Representatives of all countries appear in the jungle, where they struggle to survive. During 

the survival children will learn a lot of secrets. But there is still no end! In the evening, the 

passionate quiz will be held to repeat what we learned during the day.  

Day 4. Each country will participate in a secret mission. Having defeated all unexpected obstacles 

by the evening everyone will go onto the podium and perform costume exhibit arts,  representing 

characteristics of countries.  

Day 5. World Olympics - competitions,  amazing experience and a lot of excitement. After the 

sport's competition it will be time to take a break.  All together countries are bussy with making  

their jewelry, arts and other attributes. In the evening we announce the auction!  

Day 6. Coutries' trip around the world.  Many surprizes awaiting there. After an active day relax 

your dreams and create the country that you would like to travel.  

Day 7. Farewell day. Exercise and breakfast.  Awards, diplomas, prizes given to winners of the 

accolade. Check-out until 12:00.  

 

 

Sports, adventures and recreation camp "We are the Champignons!"  
 

A day! Let's get acquainted! Arrival from 10.00 to 12.00, setting-up the "Olympic village" getting 

familiar with the environment and rules,  division into teams, official opening of the camp!  

Day 2. We become teams! Every team creates identities, slogans team-dance and so on.  Square-ball 

game. Basketball game!  

Day 3. The football game. Travel to the old Forest Mone, freshman party. In the evening, all 

together we create our own Sports TV.  

Day 4. You've got mail! Teams receive letters containing the instructions for "Olympic treasure" 

search. Treasure Search. Beach volleyball and basketball games! Evening - sports fashion contest.  

Day 5. Relay race. Quiz contest. In the evening - Grill and forest disco party!  

Day 6. Checkers and chess tournament. Relay and crazy basketball. Talented camp participant's 
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elections. Nice closing dinner with the entire forest listening the disco!  

Day 7. To the next meeting! Morning exercise and breakfast. Announcing the results: awards, 

diplomas and surprises. Check-out until 12:00. 

 

Thematic camp „Avatar adventures together!“  

A day! Arrival from 10.00 to 12.00, getting familiar with the surroundings, division into four Earth 

power elements: water, earth, fire and air, introduction games, fun & opening!  

Day 2. Incarnation of the characters, and playful performance where everyone can feel like an 

adventures movie hero.  

Day 3. Avatar TV. Creating stories and learning how to fight for the Goodness like the real avatars.  

Day 4. Creating our own Avatar series and presenting them in the evening. Elections of the best 

characters.  

Day 5. Secret tasks that need to survive as heroes. For the element to remain one has to   show well 

on the competition. Drawing pictures of the movie heroes, during the evening disco these drawings 

will participate in the exhibition. Evening mission.  

Day 6. Day of the Earth elements. Each element, using their existing powers, creates own 

challenges for other elements.  

Day 7. Farewell moments. After breakfast, we honor each participant who survived an adventure. 

Awards, diplomas, trophies.  Check-out until 12:00.  

 

Thematic camp „Apache Indians arriving to Lithuania“  

A day! Let's meet! Arrival from 10.00 to 12.00, division into groups ("tribes"), introduction games, 

the official opening of the camp!  

Day 2. We are converting into ancient tribes! Tribes creates identity, produce dresscode, slogans  

legends, tribal dances, flags and so on.  

Day 3. Indian baptising party. Travelling to the old  warrior Apachi  and the baptism ceremony. In 

the evening, all together we create the Indians' TV.  

Day 4. You've got mail! The tribes receive post with instructions of where to look for ancient Indian 

treasures. In the evening - Indian fashion contest.  

Day 5. Indians' Olympics. Grill party and Indians' disco party in the evening.  

Day 6. Indian Fair. Throughout the day we prepare all kinds of merchandise and evening will be 

devoted for festivities of Indian fair.  

Day 7.  See you again! Exercise, breakfast announcement of results: awards, prizes and surprises. 

Check-out until 12:00 pm.  

 

Each day will begin with morning exercise, sports games will take place in the forest and 

sports fields, swimming at the lake, games, adventures, task distribution and execution, 

counting and discussing the results and lively disco nights, evenings at the fireplace and other 

entertainment.  

 

There is an option to organise tourist sightseeing tours - Vilnius, the capital city of Lithuania; 

old capital of Lithuania Kernave, Trakai castle and other places of interest. 

The organizers reserve the right to adjust the Camp program without prior notice.  

Please visit our gallery to see our previous adventures: http://www.varlinukas.lt/index.php/galerija 

 What is included in the price of the Camp  
 Accommodation in 5-6 person rooms at friendly VivaGreen Resort recreation complex;  

 meal and refreshing drinks 4 times per day, cosy restaurant and modern kitchen;  

http://www.varlinukas.lt/index.php/galerija


 grill party, camp program, various means, technical support; 

 supervision of experienced camp managers;  

 clean and secure camp surroundings, separate bed for each person, ; 

 prizes and surprises, new friends, great experience, perfect shape and mood?! :) 

 price does not include expenses of reaching the Camp and going back home. 

 Accommodation  
 Located just 25 km from Vilnius, the picturesque pineforest surrounded Viva Green Resort 

holiday complex near Nemenčinė - located between Gėlos and Gėlužio lakes and Neris river - one 

of the largest recreational areas in the county of Vilnius. In addition to comfortable enjoyment of the 

nature itself, the entertainment possibilities further extended to the complex of sports fields 

(football, basketball, beach volleyball), outdoor performance stage, conference and banquet rooms, 

restaurant, car parking lots, rooms and halls for various activities. Showers and toilet rooms for 

boys and girls separately, a kitchen equipped with modern facilities and equipment.  

 Viva Green Resort recreation complex 

                                   

                                   

                                   
 

 

 How to get the Camp voucher?  
 Voucher can be bought at the Camp by a child's parent (or a child's carer). On the purchase 

of the Camp Voucher a contract is signed.  

 By calling or e-mailing us you can book a voucher for 3 days. In the meantime, you have 

time to arrange the formalities and the payment. The best choice to pay for the Voucher is using 

your internet banking service, or going to your bank next doors. All details needed to make a 

payment, you will find below. Reservations without a contract and payment are valid for 3 days.  

 It is necessary to pay the full price of the Voucher before the Contract is signed. Do not 

forget to bring a personal document and the child's identity document (passport, ID or birth 

certificate). If you live far from Vilnius, please contact us to arrange the most convenient way to 

purchase the Voucher.  

Payment information:  

You can pay for the Camp Voucher using the online banking service or at the nearest bank branch.  

When making a payment, please include the following information:  

Recipient:  VšĮ „Varlinukas "  

Company code:  302092609 

Recipient's bank:  DNB Bank (code 40100)  SWIFT AGBL LT 2X  



Account number.  LT37 4010 0424 0224 0412  

Amount paid:  According to the valid Voucher price 

Purpose of payment:  Please, specify: camper's name, date of shift.  

 What should I bring to the Camp?  
Must have:  

1. the Camp participant must have a medical certificate issued by the family doctor (Form 

079/a in Lithuania, other countries have their own official forms). It must be issued no 

earlier than 7 days before the start of a shift the Participant is attending. We do not have the 

right to accept a participant to the camp if he or she does not have a valid medical certificate.  

2. hygiene items, small and a large towel;  

3. comfortable shoes: sports and casual shoes (sandals, etc..)  

4. bathing (swimming) suit;  

5. sun hat, cap or scarf, sun cream;  

6. warm clothing (a sweater and jacket), and other clothing for all the camp period;  

7. clothes that can undergo the undone damage (jeans or sport pants, blouse or shirt, cap, scarf) 

- the camp will require a set of child-sized clothing for alteration which later cannot be 

restated. Subsequently, these garments will be no longer appropriate to use (they will be cut, 

colored, destroyed, lost etc..)  

8. medications that a child is required to use (this must be declared to the camp manager upon 

arrival!).  

Recommended to have:  

1. means against mosquitoes and other insects;  

2. sunglasses;  

3. swimming inventory (swimming glasses, fins, inflatable vest, etc. if a child has such things);  

4. rubber shoes („rain boots“).  

It is recommended not to have any expensive items (electronic games, computers, mobile telephones), 

excessive money amounts (more than 10-15 Lt per day). The Camp organisers do not take 

responsibility for any lost or damaged property belonging to the Camp Participant.  

 How to get to the Camp? 
There are several ways to reach the campsite:  

1. using own transportation;  

2. cooperating with other children and their parents bringing them to the site (in this case, 

please contact us well in advenace, we will try to find a convenient transportation plan for 

arriving ant getting back home);  

3. in the absence of any mentioned opportunities, organizers can arrange transportation at extra 

cost. You will be notified about the cost in advance if you demand such arrangement. 

 

Arrival and check-in time, first day: 09:00 - 12:00 hours.  

Departure time till 12:00 on closing day.  

Camp site address: VivaGreen Resort, Nemenčinė, Vilnius district.  

If you have any ideas for our children projects, please contact us. Visit our photo gallery at: 

http://www.varlinukas.lt/index.php/galerija 

See you soon! 

 

http://www.varlinukas.lt/index.php/galerija


VšĮ VARLINUKAS  correspondence address: Juodšilių str 18, Vilnius LT-02245, Lithuania 

Tel. +370 615 70860 (spoken languages RU, PL, LT)  

Tel. +370 687 14368 ( ENG, RU, LT)  

 

varlinukas@gmail.com   www.varlinukas.lt  
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